DYSMURD, musical discord, seethes in our own realm of public opinion. The musical judgment of the Institute Committee fell flat at a recent assembly. And when taking hand in this controversy over the Alma Mater Song. The existence of the controversy is bad enough, but the singing is bad and many, noticeably by lethargy, are beginning to perk up and inquire into the allegiances disguised and allegiances! 

Briefly told, from the affirmative come these arguments: That the only way to get a song from a college campus is to have the student body contribute their dollars in is path of legislative action. Furthermore, a new Alma Mater Song is needed that is more in keeping with the occasion.

From the Negative: The Institute Committee acted beyond the authority, disregarding faculty and alumni opinion! The Stein Song was let alone and was let alone because of it decidged that their physics professors would so use their brains, and that is to say, give the Prize Songs a fair trial, but in the meantime, and I certainly would like to hear... such a nature against one's own, school. But surely the editor... is to be a mirth provoking one...

It is undoubtedly a serious thing to make a false charge of plagiarism. It frequently happens that a student or group of students may... in the cases where the plagiarism was charged... the cases were interrupted by his... the statements which are true of a college with... in its parodies on the Alma Mater. The absolute obliteration of the Stein Song... in the paper... the lunch hour... the December issue. The... the Napoleonic... the song which has an important... the song which has an important... the song which has an important... the song which has an important...

It appears that to perform the action of the Institute Committee to the student body has been signed with great numerical gusto (most petitions usually are). This means that the student body will now make the decision, and the only regret is that in all probability they too will be swayed and changed again by those who will to do the cerebration of the satellites.

THESIS WORK

While many discouragements and evidences of poor morals often loung before the undergraduate eye in their work toward a diploma, there is also often a poor attitude of the men in the upper classes. At this time of year, when the seniors are looking for the Thesis committees and when the procrastinators of other courses are getting frenzied over their, we see a particularly unfortunate example of this... It frequently happens that a student or group of students are yet trying to do the Thesis as a matter to be treated as casually as possible and to get it through with the barest effort.

Probably one of the best things a man can do, both from the standpoint of his own education and of his influence on future undergraduates, is to spend his senior year. Pick a subject that has something of personal interest and in the time left to him... the subject. Then before actually starting work decide exactly what you would like to find out and go after it in earnest.

THE B.U. EPISODE

The authorities at Boston University have demanded the resignation of the editorial board of its humorous publication, "The Bostonian," for what the student group of editors of the paper considers to be an infringement of their freedom of expression and the right of the student body as a whole to discuss the problems of the day.

The result was... in the form of an editorial which charged the newspaper with... the Executive Committee of the Student Body and... the T.C. Unit and criticized the R.O.T.C. in an effort to show that that was the only reason for its... Dean Lord of C.B.A. de- nied that the charge was untrue. It is undoubtedly a serious thing to make a false charge of such importance... and... and the evidence which would have printed such a statement had she not believed her... 12:30 P.M. Two classes of men... the next issue certainly ought to serve better than a peremptory demand for the resignation of the one at fault.

The student group of students may have opinions quite to variance... the suggestion of those in these opus... the suggestions using a slight error in the statement of the student as... a pretense is not to eliminate such drawback, but to aggravate it...